
The blue family took a giant leap forward at the 
Maison & Objet trade fair. The biggest blue 
winners in Paris were denim-inspired hues, 

which had started building at the January 2016 show. 
Nine months on, they took the top spot for trend in 
a mix of established red casts and a new group of 
complex-and-grayed personalities. 

It was interesting to note that very few of these blues 
were actually found in denim fabric. However, given 
the major resurgence of blue-denim apparel—
especially items updated with patches, appliqués, 
fraying and fringe—denim has gone back on the 
textiles watch list for late-2017 home products. 
Denim was not the only directional influence for 

blue. A penchant for centered, cyan shades was also 
developing. Vitra showed it well in an anodized-
metal finish that debuted for vases. Luxury cashmere 
maker Oyuna offered a complex version of the same 
hue in throws. This company sees even warmer 
blues, influenced by yellow, in the future as tranquil 
personalities become more popular. 

Petrol experienced dramatic growth, stealing share 
from navy and indigo, which both experienced 
declines. Nowhere near the end of its surge, petrol 
gave every indication that it will continue its advance 
for the next 18 months. Meanwhile, teal made 
noticeable gains, taking petrol slightly greener and 
acting as a bridge from blue to the green family.     
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Vitra debuted anodized metal in cyan blue
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Greens themselves were also on-the-rise. Cool personalities, like 
hunter, prevailed for the deepest values. They were reinforced by a 
dark-green marble trend that was suggested at the last fair, and was in 
full swing this time. Kelly and emerald kept brights similarly cool.

But warmer greens actually looked fresher. This was especially true of 
emerging (and recommended) absinthe green. Absinthe woke up cooler 
greens, yet it also blended easily with ongoing olive and with emerging 
sage. This versatility will certainly be a factor in Absinthe’s growth.

Reds got noticed after more than a year of stagnation. Why? To begin 
with, reds warmed with yellow made a splash, pushing typical lipstick types aside. These reds were 
not necessarily bright. In fact, slightly dulled versions looked great with peacock blues and golden 
yellows in a palette that was repeated in many new collections targeted to autumn selling. At the 
same time, blue-cast Burgundy benefitted from a growing fascination with deep values. So did 
Merlot, which was equally dark, yet warmer. 

Merlot looked amazing with gold metallic, and with an expanding 
number of browns. Some of these new browns presented as camel 
(especially recommended for 2018) and milk chocolate. Others 
alluded to bronze, which was also building as a metal. Bronze will have 
a prominent place in décor by the time 2017 is over. Other color notes 
from Paris:

 •  Pink blush tones declined
 •  Dark rose was the newest pink
 •  Golden yellows spread out to include influences from red,   
      green and brown
 •  Orange looked best in rusty tones
 •  Black was the darling ground for floral designs
 •  Gray was a no-show in lots of trend collections
 •  Barely seen, yet still worth noting for 2018: purple- and green-tinted grays

Wood is On-Trend
There was more change for wood at the Maison & Objet trade fair than there was for any other 

material. That’s because wood became far more decorative than it has been in the past. This 
was part of a larger maximalism trend, in which more is better 
when it comes to detail and decoration for almost every 
material, trend or basic. 

Pattern stepped up, carved into wood that was dry, unfinished 
and globally inspired. Designs could be as simple as a series of 
dragged lines or as ornate as complicated medallions. Using 
more than one pattern on a tabletop or cabinet front doubled 
the trend and made the piece more unique and compelling. 

Relief designs reversed 3-D effects from low to high. 
Concentric circles, plaids, reptile-skin looks and lines were 
made from gesso in one-of-a-kind tabletops and shelves at 
MOS Design. 

Menu’s deep green 
and Merlot bottles

Harto’s 
denim-blue table

KARE Design’s 
carved-wood patterns  

The Foxy ottoman in absinthe 
green from AR Interiores

Linum showed both red-cast  
and gray-influenced denim blues
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Inlays were updated via applications to everyday items. 
Portego, for example, created the Genesini collection. 
These functional, round wall hooks were decorated 
with a wood-marquetry flower or rows of dots to evoke 
peacock feathers. Flamant pieced bone and wood that 
appeared reclaimed into Escher-inspired cubes all over 
a simple storage box.  

Marquetry also got a refresh from unexpectedly casual 
designs. Round tabletops at Zuiver were made from 
planks in three sections, with each one oriented in a different 
direction. At Lene Bjerre, the inlay pattern formed a plaid.  
Seemingly random strips of contrasting wood were inlaid into Un Autre Regard’s tables. Primitive, 
stone-mosaic lines were tucked into the ring of a tree-trunk slice that had also been stained dark 
blue at Suzanne Rippe. Metal “tree root” inlays crept from the edges to the center of an exotic-
wood table at Womb.

Clearly, this new approach to marquetry and inlays makes the technique far more approachable, 
allowing it to participate in many different styles. That flexibility will be an important factor in the 
growth of these techniques over the coming two years. At the same time, inlays and marquetry 
themselves will be a key factor in the increasing trend status of wood over the same time period. 

More Materials
Mixed-media combinations seemed even more complicated and engaging in September than 

they did at January’s Maison & Objet fair. The spread of color throughout key materials was a 
major factor in this perception. It resulted in an impression that more materials were used, although 
this was not actually the case. 

Stone, which has been a trend leader for over a year, embraced color with a passion. Ongoing 
black and white marble still mattered, however, green took off, appearing in deep values or a 
lighter, mid-tone hue. Brown leapt ahead in milk-chocolate variations and in a light-and-dark 
camouflage-inspired pattern that Nordal called “jungle.” 

Dark-red didn’t match the volume of green and brown, but it still had far more visibility than it 
has since marble’s trend revival. Gray, yellow, pink and orange stone had less 
exposure than the other colors, yet they still played a role in marble’s evolution. 

The best new products combined two or more marble colors. For example, 
AYTM layered a black rectangular piece of marble over a larger green one, or a 
dark-red rectangle over black, in two sizes of candleholders. Mambo Unlimited 
Ideas’ coffee table used five different marble colors in an abstract circle design.  

While granite struggled to be noticed, semiprecious stones continued to push 
the color message. Saturated lapis blues, malachite greens and agate browns 
joined quartz crystal in light clear, pink and purple values.

Mirror dabbled with color last time, but in September it was on a roll. Copper 
appeared at every price point, confirming that it is now a core option. This stood 

Custom patterns in applied
 gesso at MOS Design

Juxtaposed directions 
on Zuiver’s tabletops

Genesini wall hooks at Portego 
feature cleaned-up marquetry

Jungle, from Nordal



Mambo Unlimited 
Ideas’ marble table 

played with color 
and pattern

RV Astley’s range 
of colored-mirror accents
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in contrast with ongoing smoke and black, which were still found in 
mainly upscale collections, but followed the lead of copper metal, 
which was a mainstream basic. Nevertheless, copper mirror was 
used primarily in contemporary and transitional collections. 

The same remained true for other colors. Normann 
Copenhagen’s Lust mirrors, inspired by the simple geometric 
patterns of old stained-glass windows, were colored in 
gemstone shades of purple, red, blue, gold or green, as well as 
typical silver. Copper, yellow, green and dark-red mirrored dots 
surrounded KARE Design’s silver rectangular mirror like bubbles. 
At RV Astley, wide blue, red or green bands rimmed silver in 
mirrors that looked great alone or in arrangements.  

The addition of pattern impacted mirror’s options. In the past, words 
painted on mirror meant the most. This time, antiquing and just-emerging shagreen patterns made 
a textural statement with room to grow. Another mirror trend: walls covered with mirrors of different 
traditional shapes. 

Concrete also experimented with color. It has done so modestly in the past, but this time, color really 
stood out as deep blue and red, plus multicolored graffiti designs, joined new sand and typical 
cement gray. 

NY Textiles Update
Velvets remained the undisputed textiles leader at the Javits Center during NY Now. This was 

especially true for shimmering silk velvets, which brought color to life everywhere they were 
used. Cut velvets were also key to the story, regardless of the exact fiber makeup. Even though 
decorative pillows proved the most frequent vehicle for velvet, this fabric also played a role in 
luxury bedding in duvet covers and shams. On the watch list for late 2017 high-end assortments: 
velvet with crushed textures.

Textures of all kinds were as relevant as ever, and they impacted textiles in many ways:

Deeply colored concrete
was new at AYTM

Leopard Pillow colorful velvet
 from Kevin O’Brien Studio •  Nubby bouclé weaves in rugs

•  Chanel-inspired tweeds, especially used for cushions (Dransfield & Ross did it best)

•  Pucker weaves, crinkled and pleated effects, incoming and growing for bedding 

•  Oversized tapestry-inspired looks in woven upholstery fabric

•  Like brocades, these heartier-textile weaves are expected to grow into 2018

Embellishments provided another expression of texture’s popularity. Fringe and 
shaggy areas—on trend for the past year—became omnipresent in this season’s 
introductions. Tassels gained momentum and ball fringe edged up (as it will continue 
to do throughout 2018). Beading packed into lavish figures that supported the 
maximalist trend. Meanwhile, matte-metallic sequins held their spot on the trend-
forward list. However, they shifted from front-and-center to accent applications as 
luster turned down the volume (this was also true in Paris at Maison & Objet). Best 
sequin companion: subtle bronze metallic (bronze is directional) embroidery.
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Embroidery inched up for textiles. This was true at every price point, but it was particularly 
noteworthy as one of several upgrades to high-end towels, along with woven contrast borders. 
Soutache (ribbon) embroidery was another upstairs feature, found on bespoke cushions 
and sheets. Appliqués on sheets, which reemerged in strength, are forecasted to grow as 
attachments not only to bed linens, but also to cushions, kitchen towels, drapery panels and 
more. All of these details looked right on the silk, satin, sateen and cashmere fabrics that have 
become basics of the luxury market.   

For a second year in a row, faux or real fur took design cues from curly Mongolian lamb in 
throws and covers for chairs, stools and ottomans, while fur-accented pillows favored shearling 
treatments. 

Pillows of all kinds proved to be a playground for personal expression. New, larger scales 
seemed like a metaphor for their growing importance to décor. Luxurious fabrications came 
from makers like SDH in 24” x 24” and 26” x 26” squares. Kidney pillows of at least 12” x 18”, and 
up to 12” x 36” became key items. One luxury-bedding company did Euro shams one bigger 
with pillows as large as 32” x 37”. Clearly, bigger is better when it comes to decorative pillows for 
2017 and beyond. Also at NY Now:

•  Semiprecious stones did not let up as agates, quartz crystal, tiger eye and others   
 added color, texture and perceived value to high-end decorative accessories

•  Not content with mere function, mirrors proved their worth as wall art, rather than  
 vanity objects

•  Even though gold (followed by silver and copper) dominated categories like   
 barware and desk accessories, bronze was a budding contender; assortments   
 should start adding it at once, especially upstairs collections

•  Woodenware for kitchen, dining and entertaining, whether functional or   
 decorative, often preserved the wood’s original, organic shape; metal accents prevailed

•  Book paper kept popping up in accent roles; Fab Funky’s Antiquarian Book Prints  
 wall-art series used it as a backdrop for personified foxes, badgers, deer and more

•  Animal-skin patterns, long with us and accelerating, expanded with unexpected colors,  
 a range of fabrications and deconstructed interpretations; big-cat spots had plenty of  
 competition from ascending zebra stripes

•  While aesthetically controversial in our culture, insects have long inspired design work  
 around the globe, and are celebrated for their complexity; it’s time to put them on the  
 watch list

Puckered and crushed 
personalities are incoming: SDH

Tozai’s 
tapestry look

From Jonathan Adler’s 
Zoology Collection

Printed terrycloth hinted 
at a comeback for towels 
after more than a decade 

out of favor.

Book-paper ground for
Fab Funky’s wall art
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Mallin’s complex purple 
at the Casual Show

Color Notes from NY Now
•   Paralleling trends seen at Maison & Objet in Paris, blues demanded attention at  NY  
 Now. Dusky types, from denim to lapis and midnight, swept new collections. Denim may  
 well be the rising star of the group, with growth forecasted throughout 2018.

•   Gray held onto its cool factor, but increasingly, those cool grays were found in basic,  
 not trend, collections. In new products, grays tended toward warmth. In fact, the   
 warming trend that started a year or so ago was in full swing. Beiges, camel, hazelnut and  
 deep browns proved to be unstoppable, outpacing new grays. 

•    Yellows also pushed for warmth, as ochre and mustard emerged to round out a lovely  
 autumn-inspired palette.

•   Rusty was the best personality for orange. Ripe and deeply saturated, it made its   
 presence felt, especially in the company of directional browns. However, rust had plenty  
 of other companions, including established grays and blacks, plus warm greens.

•    Khaki and olive both made excellent rust companions, but they will not have the same  
 longevity. Khaki will be better for 2017, but olive, taken to a deep mid-tone value, will  
 persist throughout 2018. 

•    Forest green teamed up with monochromatic partners, like various blues and   
 turquoises, in dreamy, nature-inspired combinations. A new buzzword, “Forest   
 Bathing,” implied the meditative experience of stillness and tranquility in communing  
 with nature.

•    Lavenders and purples got noticed more than they have been in a year. Purples also  
 moved ahead at the Casual Show (products for outdoor living). The Trend Curve has  
 never stopped liking purples. Our newest color forecast, The Trend Curve Colors™  
 2018, includes four different types.

•    Reemerging mauve was impossible to ignore. Forget 1980’s slate-blue combinations,  
 even if those blues are also rising again. Mauve’s best new companions will be yellow,  
 fuchsia, blush or especially new absinthe green.

Kevin O’Brien’s new
nickel and aubergine colorways

Gold, plus two  warm-gray
tones in tableware from Rosanna

http://trendcurve.com/product/the-trend-curve-colors-2018-color-forecast/
http://trendcurve.com/product/the-trend-curve-colors-2018-color-forecast/
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Going Casual
For more than 35 years, Casual market Chicago has been the go-to event for furniture, 

lighting and accessories for outdoor living. This year’s show included about 250 companies 
in permanent showrooms in the Merchandise Mart, plus an entire floor filled with temporary 
exhibitors showing a range of products.

The 2016 show was headlined by a shift toward contemporary style. This category, which is well 
established for interiors, has migrated slowly to outdoor collections. In 2015, groundbreaking 
designs like Gloster Furniture’s Bay collection debuted. This group, with its Mid-Century Modern 
perspective, really took off and now ranks fourth in sales among all the company’s offerings.

Now a number of other companies are paying attention to contemporary style’s potential. They 
are applying it to form, color and pattern.

Anacona introduced Ariel woven seating and occasional pieces, which also have mid-century-
modern silhouettes. Tabletop edges and arms on chairs and sofas in Nomand, shown at IndoSoul, 
have unexpected angles that make this group feel geometric, and even a bit abstract. Castelle 
debuted contemporary forms, too. Metal forming the arms and contining around the back is 

uniquely angled in Vertice. A 
matte-black finish adds to this 
collection’s contemporary 
personality. 

Black-and-white duos were 
on-trend and building for 
outdoors. Regardless of 
the frame or fabric style, 
this combination gave off 
contemporary overtones. 

Summer Classics’ window 
showcased transitional teak 

Nomad seating and 
coffee table from IndoSoul

Castelle’s Vertice
Sling dining
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furniture dressed in white upholstery with black piping. Lloyd 
Flanders’ Havana Collection—an open weave with deep-seating 
comfort—softened the look with the addition of craft-paper 
brown, seen in the woven foundation below the cushions. Black-
and-white color-blocked cushions accented each of the three 
seats on the Havana sofa. At Lane Venture, a black-and-white 
cabana-striped chaise held a trend-right floral pillow with a black 
ground. Woodard’s open-and-energetic dot pattern—in white 
on black or the reverse—on accent pillows was tossed over a 
small-scale black geometric sofa with white piping. 

The penchant for contemporary style was revealed in a number of other adventuresome surface 
designs, as well. Geometrics led the way:

•  Jaipur Living’s outdoor rugs featured geometrics with perspective and faux   
 dimension, using color to make the looped-pile diamonds and stripes in  
     Hamilton appear to come off the rug’s surface

•  Harmony Stripe, part of Elaine Smith’s new cushion collection, added turquoise  
 edges to a vertical, black-and-white stripe band that overlapped the same graphic  
 stripes with a horizontal orientation

•  Select companies featured fabrics from Sunbrella’s Shift collection, including a bold  
 plaid reminiscent of a buffalo check (Connect) and a quirky leaf pattern in red and  
 orange or a kiwi-green combination

There is still plenty of room for contemporary style to grow. Given its healthy market share inside 
the home—about 20% of trend collections—the potential for outdoor-living décor looks bright.  

Outdoor Materials
The market is fascinated with textures and materials right now, and this will continue to be the 

case for the coming two years. Materials that are unusual, uniquely textured or otherwise out of 
the ordinary have been moving from the sidelines to the mainstream for at least three seasons. The 
Casual Show proved that interiors are not keeping this trend to themselves. A number of updated 
materials made products for outdoor environments look more interesting than ever.

Pliable rubber, or TPE (thermoplastic elastomer), debuted 
in Grand Weave from Gloster. This collection’s open 
weave, inspired by hand-crafted willow and hazel fencing 
found in rural environments, offered an alternative to 
typical synthetic wicker, wrapping around aluminum 
modular-seating frames. The hard metal contrasted with 
TPE’s soft, matte hand (matte finishes were building for 
metal, too) in a unique combination that also teamed with 
teak or ceramic for tabletops. 

Ceramic picked up share in Chicago. Tops for tables and 
fire-pits were typical applications. Agio, for example, 
used thin ceramic tops for fire pits in their new Lakehouse 

Black and White
at Woodard

Jaipur’s new rug
with perspective

Grand Weave,
 from Gloster
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collection. Gloster debuted Blow tables, made with 
a hollow ceramic base, suggesting that this material 
has a broader future for outdoor living. 

Tubular metal was refreshed with round shapes that 
felt like a throwback to the 1980s, the last decade 
when round tubular metal had a trend position in 
décor. That connection ensured particular Gen-X 
and Millennial appeal. It also gave pieces a more fluid 

look than they could hope for with square or rectangular metal. Three tiers of round tubular metal 
wrapped around Castelle’s Helios deep-seating pieces, while their Escape collection used upright 
pieces on seating and tables. At Telescope Casual, a sling chair with a tubular-metal frame was 
powder-coated in white. Lafuma Mobelier painted tubular metal gray for the cantilever base that 
allows its Cocoon chair to have bouncing motion. 

Teak was key for many collections. Faux teak was new. Delray, introduced by 
Klaussner, used a four-polymer combination, extruded to look like teak. Even 
the color suggested the real thing, with a slight gray cast to look like the 
silvering that is natural for teak over time. With that color going all the way 
through the material so it will never fade,  and scratch or scuff 
repairs made simple using a medium Scotch-Brite™ 
pad, some consumers will consider polymer 
a smarter choice over real teak. 

It wasn’t just materials themselves that got the 
market’s attention. The mixed-media trend that 
is already driving sales for interiors was top-of-mind for 
outdoor companies, making combinations a hot topic. Lane Venture 
expanded the look in Cooper. This collection was enhanced by teaming 
teak with synthetic wicker for eye-catching contrast that updated the decidedly Mid-Century 
Modern forms for dining and seating. Also in Chicago:  

•  Weave patterns added breathing room, becoming more open, casual and decorative

•  Motion features did not slow

•  Fire pits/pedestals/tables drove business, with expanded hot-plate areas the newest addition

Eighties echoes in 
Helios, new at Castelle

Delray, in synthetic teak, was 
among Klaussner’s introductions

Lane Venture’s 
Cooper collection

•  Makers like Lane Venture say fire tables are  
    replacing cocktail tables

•  Furnishings for dining are finding   
 new standard sizes, as consumers shift from  
 entertaining two or four to entertaining six,  
 eight or ten people 
  
•  Just as they are expanding for interiors,  
 sectionals were going strong for outdoors

•  Solar-powered, dimmable and motion- 
 triggered were the features making outdoor  
 lighting a growth category 
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NY Tabletop
Glassware got a lot of attention at the New York Tabletop Market. It embraced texture, from 

expanding sandblasted techniques to on-trend 3-D effects that included simple raised 
diamonds, casual burlap-inspired grids and elegant crystal cuts (3-D textures are recommended 
into 2018).

Glass took a stronger position with pattern. Gold bands were a particular favorite, as were 
small-scale dots. Swirling lines followed. Kosta Boda’s Contrast 
glassware featured a few irregular lines of color embedded in 
clear-glass drinkware. Portmeirion’s colorful Botanic Blooms 
pattern included painted flowers on stemware. Pasabahce 
debuted sets of four cocktail glasses, each one printed with a 
recipe for Gin & Tonic, Long Island Tea, Cosmopolitan and more. 
Oneida introduced stemware in six different designs to complement 
existing dinnerware and flatware patterns.

Solid color was another focus. Colored glass has been edging up for 
the past year. This time, it took sizable leap. 

Makers like Moser confirm that color is up overall, including in layered-glass combinations that 
made their newest vases stand out. Why is color on the rise? Because younger consumers—those 
25 to 30 years old or so—are gravitating toward it, giving it more potential than it has had in years. 

Cru showed glass plates in gold, rose gold, white and blush colors for the first time. This company 
also debuted glass serving bowls in copper or silver with hammered-look texture on the sides. 
Solid blue and green were new in Libbey’s Artiso serveware collection. Frosted dinnerware in 
Deep Serenity, Deep Rose Quartz, Frosted Almond and Whipped white, available in either round 
or soft-square shapes, were part of the Essence collection, new from Anchor Hocking. But color 
infusions were even more apparent in drinkware:

•  At Waterford, Lismore Pops expanded its color assortment by two, aqua and pink 

•  Green, pink, turquoise or red drifted in a gradient from the base upward in Flynn Street   
 tumblers, new from Kate Spade for Lenox

•  Wine and champagne glass came with luster-pastel tints at Lenox

•  Mikasa Cobalt Haze started with a deep concentration of blue in the stem that faded   
 halfway through the bowl; Von featured a clear base under solid cobalt  

•  Vina colors, new from Libbey, offered green stems on wine glasses and blue bowls on   
 martini glasses 

•  Villeroy & Boch was one of several companies adding smoke to glassware collections;   
 Boston, with directional 3-D texture, now comes in smoke

Beverage trends also made glass a focal point. Drinking champagne and prosecco continues 
to build. Stemless champagne glasses made doing so feel more casual (and appealing to 
younger adults) at Mikasa. LSA sees increasing use of goblets for red wine. Their new ORO 
series included a modernized shape, with a solid-glass ball covered in gold, copper or rose 
gold standing in for the stem. Even though it seemed that every type had been covered 
by introductions at the last Tabletop show, the ongoing popularity of artisan beers caused 
Libbey to find another craft-beer niche, adding a dedicated Belgian Ale glass.

3-D texture on Villeroy & Boch’s 
Boston glassware, now in smoke

Anchor Hocking’s Essence
 frosted-glass dinnerware

New Lismore Pops colors in 
tumblers and champagne 
saucers  from Waterford

LSA’s modernized ORO goblets

Mikasa Von in Cobalt
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Lenox debuted a boxed set fpr craft-beer flights, using a warm-wood finish for a board that holds 
four glasses. LSA already offers a range of wooden boards for tasting and serving. The category 
has been so successful that this company expanded the concept with a series of matte-black 
paddles for not only drinks, but also sauces, tapas, hors d’oeuvres and more.

These boards and tasting sets are all part of a sharing culture that fits with Millennials’ 
entertainment styles. This is not a trend, but rather is a lifestyle influence that is not going away. 
Other items for the sharing culture include cheese boards (Juliska’s wood-and-marble board was 
lovely), new caddies for DOF and highball glasses (in wood from LSA) and chip-and-dip sets that 
debuted in too many showrooms to count. Also in New York:

•  Brunch is building, as Millennials who love to entertain look for new parts of the day in  
 which to do so

•  Melamine was having a moment (Spode, Portmeirion, Juliska, Royal Doulton, Royal  
 Albert, Lenox all had new sets); it looked best when everyday patterns were translated  
 into this lighter-weight material

LSA’s matte-black paddles 
for tasting and entertaining

•  Alternative finishes, like brushed and antiqued  
 looks, kept rising for flatware 

•  Bud vases emerged as key table decorations  
 in place of larger floral arrangements   
 (think one vase for every two place settings)

•  Organic forms moved quietly ahead, offering a   
 countertrend to contemporary style

•  Patterns that allude to Italian/Portuguese/French   
 tiles (BIA Cordon Bleu and Maxwell Williams)   
 spoke to the ongoing interest in blues, as well as an  
 emerging tilework-pattern trend for 2018

Juliska’s mixed-media 
cheese board
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By the time you read this column, Members of our subscriber 
family who preordered The Trend Curve Colors™ 2018 will 

have this package in their hands. If you didn’t preorder, you can 
now find my color-and-trend forecast available in the Trend Store. 

I always love putting our annual forecast together, but the 2018 
version drew me into the process in a very different way. Here’s 
why: Even though changes in color are evolutionary, the 2018 
forecast felt like the conclusion of a cycle. In this case, it marked 
the end of gray’s dominance over trend.  

Don’t worry! I’m not saying gray will be gone when 2018 begins. That could never happen, because 
gray has become ubiquitous. And that’s the point. When a color is everywhere, it no longer qualifies 
as a trend. Instead, it has become a core player. 

As browns of all types and personalities come out of the shadows to take gray’s place on the trend 
scene, they will have a spillover effect on the broader palette, pushing other color families decidedly 
toward warmth.

I saw this clearly while trend-spotting in London last month. New apparel collections seen at retail 
were focused on browns, reds, golden yellows and peacock blues. I wrote about it in a blog post 
called London Isn’t Gray Anymore ( three images from that post are shown above). 

At the Maison & Objet trade fair a few days later, it was obvious that gray had been left out of many 
new assortments, while browns took off. Browns of all values teamed with warm greens, equally 
warm blues and lots of new reds, also warm (our trend report, Trend Album™: Maison & Objét, 
September 2016,  has all the details, plus lots of pictures).

So, what will happen to gray? Infusions of blue and brown have already created variations in an 
effort to keep gray relevant. Going forward, a renewed interest in purple (incoming, recommended 
beginning in 2017) will result in a hybrid color that bridges gray and purple. In our 2018 forecast, we 
call this hue Tin Star. 

Colors like Tin Star will make sure that consumers have a bridge from yesterday’s must-have hues—
and today’s core colors—to tomorrow’s biggest trends. 

Zara Home Debenhams Peter Jones
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